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Leadership Logic Rebrands As Joint Force
Solutions™
Nov. 13, 2019 (GREER, SC) In order to encompass and more accurately align with its broader vision,
Leadership Logic Consulting will become Joint Force Solutions Council effective January 1, 2020.
The Joint Force Solutions Council provides training and networking activities to its members through
enlisting, activating, and educating the energy and Information Technology market sectors and
positively affecting their knowledge of, and defined usefulness for newly developed research and
applications of disruptive technologies for the betterment of our country’s data center and mission
critical operations workforce.
Joint Force Solutions Chapters are forming throughout the country. Each chapter offers a unique
experience for its members through training and networking activities allowing them to succeed in
their mission critical/data center industry careers and businesses. To further facilitate this mission,
Joint Force Solutions and the American Advanced Technology & Cybersecurity Institute are
partnering to build two educational campuses, one in Greer, SC, and one to be located in the
Southwest. These campuses will not only serve as educational spaces but as technology incubators,
convention center spaces, and retail offerings.
“We are excited about this transition and will be able to more effectively support AATC Institute and
AATC University with its respective Campus Development Projects across the nation,” said Dr. Tim
Oergel, CEO, Joint Force Solutions. “Our expanded vision will provide world-class mission critical
operations training through our state-of-the-art campuses. In addition, we are excited to expand our
capabilities in the six to eight regions throughout the U.S. We are continuing our transition for the
remainder of 2019, and we expect that most of our departments will be ready as JFS in the first
quarter of 2020,” Oergel continued.

Leadership Logic Consulting, LLC., and the American Advanced Technology and Cybersecurity
(AATC) University are the ‘Charter Member Organizations’ of the newly formed consortium of
Network Alliances known as Joint Force Solutions™. This consortium is comprised of a Joint
Conferencing Networking Training Force, (JCNTF Council®) which takes into consideration the
current use of training standards, advances in technologies, and takes the nationwide workforce
development initiative to the next level by adopting conferences, seminars and networking activities
for enhancement and benefit to its members and the mission critical / data center industry. Visit the
website at https://jforce-solutions.us./.
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